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Celebrity dog trainer, YouTube sensation, and Animal Planet star Zak George presents a

next-generation guide that uses his infectiously energetic style to teach dog-lovers everything they

need to know about raising and training their unique pup. Zak George is a new type of dog trainer.

His fresh approach puts a strong emphasis on the relationship with the individual dog - informed by

breed-specific traits - allowing people to treat the root cause of behavior issues rather than the

symptoms and teach their dogs faster without the use of punishments or stress. For the first time,

George has distilled all the information from his hundreds of videos into one master guide that

covers everything from play biting and potty training to leash pulling and unwanted barking and

jumping. As a bonus, listeners will be able to visit his YouTube channel to see real-life

demonstrations of techniques described in the book, providing a truly modern listening experience.
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Dogs have a lot to teach us about unconditional love, play, learning to enjoy the small things in life,

and not holding grudges. We also have a lot of things to teach our pet, but how can we learn to

effectively communicate and train our pup without losing patience? Each dog learns a little

differently, but in this book Zak George provides a not only humane way to train, but a way that

succeeds. He gives detailed, easy step-by-step training techniques that not only train the dog, but

the human as well. The layout is well done and easy to follow and easy to navigate when you're

wanting to work on specific skills. The Kindle edition almost seems a little better, since it has the



video links right in the book, but links are easy to find even with physical edition.Outcome So Far:I

started watching his Youtube videos when I got two puppies and this book goes into a little more

detail on his topics plus a few additional ones. Since adopting his training tips from this book as well

as the videos, I've seen leaps and bounds in communication with my two dogs. Admittedly, mine

came kennel trained, are obsessed with grooming (teeth brushing, fur brushing), loving bath time,

ignore cars, and haven't learned all the tricks he teaches yet (since we haven't gotten to all of them)

so I can't attest to all the techniques. The ones I've tried, however, have done wonders.They sit,

they stay consistently (even from far distances and with distractions), His technique for getting them

to speak was the only one that worked (I tried about 6 or 7 others out there before I found his). His

leash training technique got my dogs walking without pulling in less than 2 weeks and they're 5

months old. Until I read his section on fetch and teaching a dog how to play Frisbee, I couldn't get

my puppies to play fetch. They no longer puppy bite, steal, and almost have no jumping down.

They're doing a mostly consistent fetch and it's only been a few weeks. Based on other training

techniques I've looked at, they're about where most people expect a 9 months to 1 year old dog to

be at. They're by no means all the way trained, but, as mentioned before, I haven't got all the way

through the book yet. The basic skills, however, are pretty close to meeting expectations and they

perform them better than some of my neighbor's dogs. I'm excited to see where they end up after

they've graduated from learning all the tricks in this bookI would definitely recommend this book to

anyone with a puppy or adult dog who needs help learning the ropes.

In Zak George's book, you will learn a lot more then just what's on his YouTube channel. Zak

teaches you everything you need to know about basic obedience, puppy hood, adult, socializing,

anxiety, bad behavior corrections, and a whole lot more! The most important aspect he teaches is

the the bond of you the owner and your dog. Zak thoroughly goes threw each step in his book,

everything is very comprehendible and easy to learn. This book has nine chapters that really go into

detail about how to train and prepare for your dog. In this book he also has video links on his

website that go along with the book so you can have a visual image of what he is teaching. Zak

really covers everything in this book. I recommend this book! Especially if you're wanting to further

strengthen your bond with your dog and teach him in a positive enforcement way.

I've had a dog/fur pet in my life for the last 50 years, and trained them all the same way, with lots of

praise, hugs and treats when they got it right, and a gruff voice when they got it wrong. I'm about to

welcome into my life, possibly my last fur baby. With arthritis setting in, I needed an easier way to



train. I got interested in the concept of clicker training, Zak George got my attention.This book has

changed my mind about dog training. I've watched a number of Zak's videos on youtube, and

decided to buy the book, it has much more information than the videos.Thanks Zak, you've taught

me why our late Leonberger wasn't interested in playing tug with me, but would with our crossbred.

You've also given some brilliant ideas about potty training and body language, both dogs and

humans!

I stumbled upon Zak George's training videos on YouTube. After watching quite a few, I bought his

book. So glad I did. We have a new puppy arriving in our home in a few weeks. Since it has been

more than 13 years since we were last down the puppy training road, I was definitely in need of a

refresher course. Plus, I wanted to change things up a bit (I hired a trainer for my last dog and didn't

want to do that this time). Zak George has been teaching me how to be my dog's best trainer

through his books and videos. There are so many great tips and tricks to be learned from the

author. I highly recommend this book (and the videos).Also, I bought both the paperback and the

Audible version. I will definitely listen to the book more than once, and use the print copy to look up

individual items in the weeks and months to come.

I just love all of Zak George's videos and methods, and this book is a great companion. I've been

watching and reading in preparation for training my new puppy next month. HIs methods are quite

different than the traditional methods that I've used on my previous dogs via dog classes - choke

collar type classes - but after watching all of his videos, I'm a believer and am so excited to try them

out on my new furry friend. I also checked out my local offerings for dog training classes and found

one near me that has the same positive attitude training as Zak. Highly recommend this book and

the You Tube videos1

This trainer is great. I had subscribed to his YouTube channel, and when he announced that this

book was coming out I preordered. Not disppointed. His training techniques are how I like to train

and this book takes you through with a lot of insights from his extensive experience. Perfect for

someone who is just starting to train, or an experienced trainer. Also, I recommend that you get prior

to getting your puppy. He takes you through picking the right pup as well so that you start off

prepared to train your perfect pet.

As the proud owner of a rescued puppy, I have come to rely on Zak George's book and the many



supporting videos that accompany the book for everything from house training to socializing to

simple commands. He teaches me how to teach my dog and so far everything seems to be working

well. I have no reservations about recommending his methods and his book to every dog owner or

potential dog owner.
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